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Annual Report of the Board of Directors  

On the Company’s Financial Statements for  

 the year ended 31 December 2015 

 
To the Shareholders, 
 
According to article 43a paragraph 3 of Company Law 2190/20, as this was replaced and is in effect with 
article 136 paragraph 1 of the same law, we submit the attached Board of Directors’ Report, accompanied 
by the Financial Statements which were prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards as adopted by the EU. 

 
Activities 
 
Elpedison Power Generation Société Anonyme  with distinctive title Elpedison S.A., (the “Company”) was 
established on 27 May 2003 by Hellenic Petroleum S.A.  Elpedison B.V. owns 75,78% of the share capital 
of the Company and minority shareholders own the remaining 24,22%. The registered address of the 
Company is at 8-10 Sorou str. Dimitsanas and Kaltezon, 15125 Marousi Athens.                                     
                                

The scope of the Company consists of:  
 

1. The development, financing, construction, operation, exploitation, maintenance, and acquisition 
of or participation in thermoelectric power generation plants, of any type, in Greece. 
 

2. The purchase, sale, disposal and exploitation in any way of the electricity power produced by its 
power generation plants and of other energy products, such as steam and warm water, as well as 
of fuels designated for the operation of its power generation plants. 
 

3.  The purchase, sale, trading and disposal in any manner of electricity produced by power plants 
and other energy products such as fuels for electricity power plants, steam and hot water in 
Greece and abroad, including indicatively the sale of electricity to end consumers in Greece. 
 

4. Energy management services, including for example energy availability, risk optimization and 
mitigation services to power generation companies. 
 

5. The purchase, sale and trade of emissions allowances and all types of environmental allowances 
and/or certificates in general. 
 

6. Cross-border trade with countries directly inter-connected with Greece, including the 
participation in tenders for allocation and assignment of access rights to the Greek borders. 
 

7.  Any other operation, transaction and services related to the above business activities. 
 

 
 
 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soci%C3%A9t%C3%A9_anonyme
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Merger with Elpedison Energy 
 

As at December 19th, 2014 the Board of Directors unanimously decided to initiate the merger process of 
the Company ELPEDISON ENERGY S.A with ELPEDISON POWER S.A, by absorption of the former by the 
latter, in accordance with articles 68 et. seq. of the codified law 2190/1920 and article 1-5 of Law 
2166/1993 and to fix the date of 31st of December 2014 as the date of the Company’s transformation 
balance sheet. On September 1st 2015, has been registered to the General Commercial Registry (GEMH) 
under protocol 65936/01.09.2015, the number 13872/15/30.07.2015 Decision of Attica Region (Regional 
Unit of Athens Northern Sector, SA Companies Department), pursuant to which have been approved:  
 
1. The merger between the Companies ELPEDISON POWER SA and ELPEDISON ENERGY SA by absorption 
of the latter by the former in accordance with articles 68-77 of Codified Law 2190/1920 and 1-5 of Law 
2166/1993. 
 
2. The amendment of articles 1, 3, 5 of the Articles of Association of the Company ELPEDISON POWER SA, 
by virtue of which among other items the distinctive tile of the Company has been amended from 
ELPEDISON POWER SA to ELPEDISON SA 

 

Financial Results 
  
As required by the article 134 of Company Law 2190/20, and as replaced by the article 11 of L. 3301/2004, 
in 2015 (as well as in 2014) the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) are followed by the 
Company with regards to the bookkeeping and the preparation of the financial statements, as its financial 
statements are consolidated in the financial statements of the ultimate controlling parties, Hellenic 
Petroleum S.A. and Edison SpA, both of which report under IFRS. 
 
The main elements of the financial results of the Company for the fiscal year of 2015 and the comparative 
figures of 2014, in accordance to the International Financial Reporting Standards are as presented below 
(in Euro thousands). 
 

2015 CONSOLIDATED 2014 POWER

Sales from Day Ahead Market 75.753 79.972

Charge of excise tax on fuel cost                                                                  13.284 11.359

Capacity Availability  (CAC)    - 60.455

Retail activities 95.341 -

Trade activity 10.580 -

Sales Total 194.958 151.786

Gross profit                              (17.360) 8.973

EBITDA                                18.627 50.606

Profit/(Loss) before income tax                              (26.387) 1.194

Profit/(Loss) for the year                              (30.575) 1.719  
 
 

The Company's turnover during the year 2015 amounted to € 194,96 million compared to € 151,78 million 
for the year 2014. The production volume for 2015 was 1,14 TWh,  increased 18,3%  vs previous year. 
 
The gross profit amounted to € 17,36 million loss for the year 2015, compared to € 8,97million profit of 
the previous year. 
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The Company has not recognized a deferred tax asset on the taxable losses carried forward  since it is not 
currently expected that such taxable losses will be set off against future taxable profits in order for this 
temporary difference to reverse. 
As soon as the Company has taxable profits this temporary difference will be reversed accordingly. 
 
The Company's losses in the year 2015 amounted to € 30,57 million compared to profit of € 1,72 million in 
2014. 
The previous year amounts do not include Elpedison Energy 2014 figures. 
 
 

Financial Ratios 
 
 
Α.  Liquidity Ratios 
 

Current Assets Trade and other receivables+inventories+cash and other equivalents 153.877

Assets Assets 490.322
= = = 0,31

 

 

Shareholder's Equity 115.313

Total Liabilities 375.009
= = 0,31

 

 

Shareholder's Equity 115.313

Fixed Assets 335.199
0,34= =

 
 

Current Assets Trade and other receivables+inventories+cash and other equivalents 153.877

Current Liabilities Current Liabilities 353.988
= = = 0,43

 
 

Β.  Profitability Ratios 
 

Profit for the year (30.575)    

Sales 194.958
X 100 = -15,68X =100

 
 

Profit before Income Tax (26.387)    

Shareholders' Equity 115.313
-22,88X 100 = X 100 =

 
 

 
Expected Development of Operations, Future Prospects and R&D  operations 
 
The demand for electricity power in 2016 is expected to be in similar levels as of 2015. The reduction of 
oil price has affected the cost of natural gas and the bidding cost of CCGTs, leading to significant increase 
of production volumes and margins during Q4 2015 and 2016. 
 
On the expense side, the Company’s management continues to make efforts to improve efficiency and 
contain costs. Overall, it does not expect any significant fluctuations. 
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In terms of its Energy Supply/Retail business, the Company aims at further penetration in the Residential 
segment, the increased penetration in the LV Large Accounts segment and the continuation of acquisition 
of new profitable MV customers along with the maintenance of its existing MV client base. 
  
Some key factors that may impact the development of the Company’s future operations are further 
described below and, to the extent possible; we make an assessment of the possible impact on the 
Company’s performance. 
 
 

Macroeconomic and Operating Environment in Greece 
 
Greek economy slipped back into recession in the second half of 2015. GDP declined by -0,2% in 2015 
compared to an increase of +0,8% in 2014. 
Growth is projected to gain some momentum in the second half of 2016 as consumer confidence is 
expected to strengthen and as structural reforms take effect with the anticipation of boosting exports and 
investment. Inflation is expected to remain low due to the very depressed state of the economy and 
unemployment is expected to gradually decline. 
However the approval of a € 86 billion bailout program in August and the successful recapitalisation of the 
4 systemic banks during December were key steps towards the stabilisation of the macroeconomic and 
financial environment in Greece. 
In the Electricity regulatory framework, significant developments are expected by the implementation of 
the provisions of Law 4336 voted into law by the Greek Parliament on 14 August 2015. Whilst the 
implementation of the law is expected to result in increased competitiveness in the electricity market, 
there have been significant delays in the establishment of the new Capacity/Flexibility Remuneration 
Mechanism which were detrimental for producers of Gas powered electricity plants (CCGT’s). 
In this economic and regulatory environment, management continually assesses the situation and their 
possible future impact to ensure that all necessary actions and measures are taken in order to minimize 
any impact the operations of the company. 
 

Regulatory framework 
 

On 14/8/2015, Law 4336 was voted by the Greek Parliament, including the following commitments of 
the Greek State regarding the Energy Sector: 

 NG market further liberalization (prior action) 

 Notification of Transitional and Permanent Capacity/Flexibility Mechanism to DG Comp (prior action) 

 Notification of NOME to DG Comp (prior action) 

 Application of transitional Capacity/Flexibility Mechanism until September 2015 

 Establishment of a Cost Recovery Mechanism until September 2015  

 Application of Lagie’s deficit reallocation and netting rules to Admie following relevant decision by 

the Council of State  

 In September 2015 the design of NOME products shall be discussed with the Commission, with a 

target to reduce PPC’s shares in retail and wholesale energy markets by 25%, aiming to a further 

reduction of 50% by 2020 

 Launching of the reform of the natural gas market according to agreed timetable until September 

2015 
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 Application of the interruptibility contracts until September 2015 

 Review of PPC’s tariffs on the basis of its costs until September 2015 

 Official launching of the procedure for the privatization of ADMIE until October 2015 or submission 

of alternative plan with equivalent results in regard to competition and investment prospects 

 Approval of new framework for the support of RES until December 2015 

 Establishment of balancing market until June 2017    

Progress in the main commitments         

Capacity/Flexibility Remuneration Mechanism (FRM) 
Following repeated submissions of alternative notification documents within 2015 concerning the 
transitional Flexibility Remuneration Mechanism, the final notification foreseeing a fixed remuneration of 
45 k€/MW-yr for a period of 12 months following DG Comp’s approval (only natural gas and hydroelectric 
plants are considered eligible in proportion to their truly available capacities), was submitted officially 
together with all pending clarifications at the end of 2015. 
Furthermore, RAE is in the process of designing the permanent capacity/flexibility remuneration 
mechanism to be sent also to EC for approval and applied until the expiration of the transitional. 

ADMIE (TSO) privatization 
The alternative plan concerning ADMIE privatization was agreed between the Greek State and the 
Institutions during the December 2015 discussions with the International Institutions Lenders.  

NOME products 
The basic design concerning NOME products has been submitted to EC. Auction method details as well as 
quantities and reserve price are still being under discussion. An extension  has been granted to the Greek 
authorities to settle the issue, aiming for this to close during the review scheduled for February 2016. 

Cost recovery 
Cost Recovery Mechanism was reintroduced and its implementation is expected from the beginning of 
2016.  

Non-Interconnected Islands (NII) Energy Market 
The distribution Network Operator (DEDDIE) announced the market opening for the electrical systems of 
Crete and Rhodes from 01.09.2015, under the provisions of the Non-Interconnected islands Code. 
However additional regulatory acts should be issued. 
 

Other developments 
 
REMIT 
LAGIE successfully completed the registration process with ACER and was certified and included in the list 
of the Registered Reporting Mechanisms (RRMs). LAGIE, as an RRM has started undertaking the obligation 
of sending the relevant transactions report for the Greek wholesale electricity market, on behalf of the 
Participants.  
Elpedison has been registered since October 2015 in RAE’s relevant platform, which is directly connected 
to ACER’s CEREMP (Central European Registry of Energy market Participants). 
 

Refinancing 
 
The company is in process of arranging discussion with its lenders for the refinancing of its loans due on 
30 September 2016. Management is confident that the Company’s loans will be successfully refinanced. 
 
The total amount of the Company’s borrowings is guaranteed by the shareholders. 
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Greek Electricity Market 
 
The market still experiences cash liquidity problems originating from the expulsion of certain alternative 
suppliers in 2011 and electricity bill collection issues. Whilst a number of actions have been agreed and 
are in the process of implementation, these issues have resulted in payment arrears to electricity 
producers from the Hellenic Market Operator S.A (LAGIE S.A) and Independent Power Transmission 
Operator (ADMIE S.A). During 2015 the company has experienced a notable improvement in the amount 
of the overdue balances, management expects this trend to continue in 2016. 
 The reduction of oil prices has affected drastically the cost of natural gas and the bidding cost of CCGTs, 
leading to important increase of forecasted production volumes and margins during Q4 2015 and mainly 
2016. 
The foreseen application of the transitional flexibility remuneration mechanism within the 1st quarter 
2016, is expected to contribute decisively to the reinstatement of the power generation activity gross 
margin at reasonable and sustainable levels. The management expects that the market share in retail will 
increase affecting positively  the profitability as well as the cash-flow of the company due to offsetting 
between payables (retail) and receivables (generation). 
 
The Company’s revenues are sufficient to service the loans and meet the ongoing operating expenses. 
 

Human Resources 
 

As at 31 December 2015, the Company had 97 employees and 4 seconded employees, (FY 2014: 72 
employees and 4 seconded employees).  
The Company has enhanced its Performance Management procedures, through methodological 
approaches and evaluations and has introduced a Code of Business Ethics and Employee Regulations. 
Also, the Company has continued its Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives for local communities in 
which it operates, through donations to various Non-profit organizations.  
 

Significant events that occurred after the end of the fiscal year and up until the date of the 
submission of the report and other significant events 
 
No further particular event occurred after year end. 
 

Proposed dividends  
 
The Board of Directors will not propose any dividends or reserves’ distribution for the 2015 financial year 
at the next Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders in 2016.  

Inventories 

Cost of inventories is determined using the weighted average cost method. 
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Share capital 

 
 Number of Shares 

(authorised and 

issued)

Share 

Capital

Share  

Premium Total

As at 1 January 2014 9.819.800 98.198 44.584 142.782

As at 31 December 2014 9.819.800 98.198 44.584 142.782

As at 1 January 2015 9.819.800 98.198 44.584 142.782

Merger with Elpedison 

Energy SA 143.560 1.436 412 1.848

As at 31 December 2015 9.963.360 99.634 44.996 144.630  
 
All ordinary shares were authorised, issued and fully paid. As at 31/12/2015 the authorised share capital 
after the merger with Elpedison Energy S.A is €99.633.600 divided to 9.963.360 shares. The nominal value 
of each ordinary share is €10.00. Due to the merger with Elpedison Energy the Share Capital has been 
increased by  € 1.436 thousand with the issuance  of 143.560 new shares of which nominal value is €10.00 
As at 31/12/2015 the share premium amount is €44.996.000 (representing share premium of € 
45.452.000 minus expenses on capital increase € 456.000) is the total net amount of the difference for 
the issuance of the shares above par value (share premium). Due to the merger with Elpedison Energy the 
Share premium has been icreased by € 412 thousand. 
 

Depreciation 
 
Depreciation on assets is calculated using the straight-line method over their estimated useful life, as 
shown on the table below for the main classes of assets: 

 
- Buildings 20 years 

- Machinery, and equipment (Energy plant and substation) 20 years 

- Furniture and fixtures 5 years 

- Transportation equipment 6 years 

- Computer hardware 3 - 5 years 

 
Description of the main financial risks and uncertainties. 
 
(a)  Cash flow and fair value interest rate risk 

The Company’s income and operating cash flows are substantially independent of changes in market 
interest rates. The Company is exposed to cash flow interest rate risk, as borrowings are at floating rates.  
The interest rate that the Company is exposed to is the 3-month Euribor. If interest rates on borrowings 
had been, during 2015, 0.15% higher/lower with all other variables held constant, pre-tax profit/loss for 
the year would have been approximately €411 thousand lower/higher, as a result of higher/lower interest 
expense.  
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(b)  Liquidity risk 

The liquidity risk represents the risk that the Company may not have access to sufficient financial 
resources to meet its financial and commercial obligations in accordance with agreed terms and 
maturities. Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash and marketable 
securities, the availability of funding through an adequate amount of committed credit facilities and the 
ability to close out market positions.  
 The total indebtedness of the Company is guaranteed by the Shareholders (Note 15). The loans that the 
Company had received for the construction of its two power plants had been extended until 30 
September 2016.  
The table below analyses the Company’s financial liabilities into relevant maturity groupings based on the 
remaining period at the balance sheet date to the contractual maturity date: 

 
Less than 1 

year

Between 1 

and 2 years

Between 2 

and 5 years

Over 5 

years

At 31 December 2015

Borrowings  (Note 15) 280.379 - - -

Trade and other payables (Note 13) 87.116 - - -

Derivatives financial insrtuments 

(Note 17) 2 - - -

At 31 December 2014

Borrowings  (Note 15) 289.481 - - -

Trade and other payables (Note 13) 54.232 - - -

 
 
The loan agreements that the Company has concluded include financial covenants. The Company is in 
compliance with its loan covenants as of 31 December 2015. 

 
(c) Credit Risk 

 

(i) Monitoring of Credit Risk 

The Company is exposed to potential losses in the event that a commercial or financial counterparty 
fails to meet its obligations. Since the credit risk that the Company is substantially exposed to relates to 
the national grid and market operators (LAGIE/ADMIE), the underlying risk is considered to be low. The 
systematic delay on payments or a non-payment of several invoices by the aforementioned could affect 
the capacity of the Company to meet its financial and commercial obligations. Throughout the year 2015 
both Operators continue making delayed payments to the company, however the company ended 2015 
with significantly lower outstanding balances than on 31 December 2014 (note 10).  
In 2015, the retail portfolio included both Medium and Low Voltage customers. During the year the 
company expanded the portfolio in the Low Voltage segment both for Business and Residential 
customers.  

 
(ii) Securities held for managing Credit Risk 

The customer risk profile is pre-emptively evaluated in cooperation with a primary credit management 
services company and, when deemed necessary, adequate additional securities are requested. The 
majority of the customers that are supplied with electricity by the Company are evaluated between 
intermediate and high credit rating. As far as Low Voltage Business and Residential customers are 
concerned, cash deposit is compulsory, unless a standing order (through a credit card or bank account) 
is used for the payment of the electricity bill and depending on the clientele. The Company continuously 
monitors credit risk and payment performances and, in cooperation with an external Call Center, 
manages the “Reminder for Payment” activity. 

javascript:void(0)
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(iii) Assessment of Impairment  

The doubtful debt provision is based on Elpedison’s credit policy. The  allowance for doubtful debts for LV 
Accounts is assessed by performing a stratification of accounts receivable. This involves splitting the 
receivables into groups, which share similar credit risk characteristics. The credit risk groups are being 
assessed on the basis of historical loss experience for each group. Such historical loss experience would be 
adjusted to reflect the effects of current conditions. For credit risks related to specific MV customers, 
provisions are made on an individual balance basis for possible impairment.  
A provision for impairment of trade receivables of related parties (ADMIE and LAGIE) is established when 
there is objective evidence that the Company will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the 
original terms of the receivables. Significant financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that the debtor 
will enter bankruptcy or financial reorganisation and default or delinquency in payments are considered 
indicators that the receivable is impaired. The amount of the provision is the difference between the 
asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at the effective 
interest rate. The amount of the provision is recognised in statement of comprehensive income (note 10).  

  
 (d) Capital risk management 

 
The Company’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard its ability to continue as a going 
concern in order to provide returns for the shareholders and to maintain an optimal capital structure 
reducing the cost of capital. 
Consistent with other peers, the Company monitors capital on the basis of the gearing ratio. The ratio is 
calculated as net debt divided by total capital employed. Net debt is calculated as total borrowings 
(including “current and non-current borrowings” as shown in the balance sheet) less “Cash & Cash 
equivalents”. Total capital employed is calculated as “Equity” as shown in the balance sheet plus net debt. 
 Within 2015 the Company repaid a total amount of €8.723 of its bond loans. 
The gearing ratios as at 31 December 2015 were as follows: 

 

31 December 2015 31 December 2014

Total Borrowings (Note 15) 266.870 275.289

 Less: Cash & Cash Equivalents (Note10) (38.237) (15.106)

Net debt 228.633 260.183

Total Equity 115.313 144.573

Total Capital Employed 343.946 404.756

Gearing ratio 66% 64%

As at

 

 
Analysis for expenses without supporting documentation 
 
There are no expenses without supporting documentation. 
 
 

Branch Offices 
 
The Company does not have any branch office. 
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Information regarding the Board Members 
 
 
Board of Directors Spyridon Andreas  (Chairman of the Board) 

(up to 29/06/2018) Anastasios Kallitsantsis (Vice Chairman of the Board) 
  Michel Emmanuel Piguet (Chief Executive Officer) 
  Diomidis Stamoulis (Member of the Board) 
  Ioannis Zissimos  Member of the Board 
  Andrea Testi (Member of the Board) 
  Andreas Shiamishis (Member of the Board) 
  Loukas Dimitriou (Member of the Board) 

 

Commitments and Contingencies  

a) Dispute with DEPA over gas price revisions 
The Company, having expressly refused to accept any kind of retroactive revision of natural gas price, filed 
a lawsuit on 30/09/2013 before the Arbitral Tribunal which has been set up by virtue of the agreement 
concluded between the parties, claiming from the Court to recognize that the Company does not owe to 
DEPA any retroactive charges relating to the gas supply price for the period from 15/04/2008 onwards or 
for any other period in the past. 
With the issuance of Arbitral Court Judgment (Judgment 22/2014), the Court has partially upheld our 
Lawsuit. It has in principle recognized the existence of retroactivity but has recognized that the time of 
retroactive burden may not exceed 30 months, calculated from the date of notification to Elpedison 
Power S.A of an invoice for the revised price, if the latter is revised pursuant to the Judgment of the 
arbitral court of the DEPA – BOTAS case. Furthermore any such increase is non interest bearing. 
 
b) Impact of error in calculation of income from Ancillary Services 
 
On 19 January 2012, the HTSO notified the Company that the calculation of income for ancillary services 
(the Secondary Reserve) in the period from the 5th Reference Date (October 2010) to November 2011, 
had a numerical error resulting in a higher amount of income having been allocated to the Company than 
what would have arisen had the correct calculation per RAE decision 249/2006 been made. According to 
the Company’s calculations, due to this error, the Company may be called to return to the HTSO (and 
already ADMIE) the amount of the difference of approximately €6 million for ancillary services rendered 
during the aforementioned period. In 2012 RAE issued decision No. 324/2012, calling ADMIE SA to 
conduct a corrective settlement of Ancillary Services for the period between October 2010 and October 
2011.  
The Company appealed to the Administrative Court of Appeals in relation to this matter and the Court 
with its decision 1578/2014 accepted the appeal entirely annulling the relevant decision of RAE. Against 
that decision RAE filed a notice of appeal to the Counsel of State, the hearing of which has been fixed, 
after adjournment, for the 29/03/2016. Pursuant to the content of an external legal opinion the Company 
received, the chances of acceptance of the appeal that RAE filed against 1578/2014 Judgment of the 
Administrative Court of Appeals are considerably limited. Consequently the 6 million provision has been 
released. 
 

 
c) Imposed interest to ADMIE, LAGIE for overdue payments 
 
The Company has charged interest during the years 2012-2014 amounting to € 19,1 million  on the 
overdue balances from LAGIE and ADMIE. The Company has obtained appropriate legal opinion that this 
interest is rightfully due. Such interest invoices are disputed by LAGIE and ADMIE. The Company has filed 
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two lawsuits against LAGIE and  ADMIE before the Piraeus Multi-Member Court of First Instance and the 
Athens Multi-member Court of First Instance respectively. The hearing of ADMIE lawsuit was on the 
19/11/2015 and the hearing of the lawsuits against LAGIE was fixed for 25/05/2016. For details relating to 
the accounting for the interest receivable see note 10. 
 
d) Imposed interest from ADMIE 
 
ADMIE, through a Civil Lawsuit dated 13.02.2015, claims against  Elpedison Power the payment of 
€123.286,94 for capital and €30.305,94 for default interests concerning unsettled or partially settled 
invoices. The default interest charges are related to the period from January 2012 to February 2015. The 
lawsuit was heard on the 19/11/2015. 
ADMIE, through a Civil Lawsuit dated 13.02.2015, claims against Elpedison Energy  the payment of 
€1.137.079,14 for capital and € 306.582,01 for default interests concerning unsettled or partially settled 
invoices. The default interest charges are related to the period from January 2012 to February 2015. The 
lawsuit was heard on the 19/11/2015. 
Regarding part of the claim (the charges based on Weighted Variable Cost of Thermal Conventional Plants 
of amount 481.899,10 € VAT included), the Company refuses the legality of the charges, due to illegal 
retroactive application of the regulatory act. The Company within the framework of the hearing of the 
said lawsuit refused the above argumentation and expects its full acceptance by the Court. In this sense 
the parallel lawsuit of recognition of nullity of the invoices, which has been submitted and will be heard 
on 13/10/2016, was rendered without object and in order to avoid an aimless adjournment, the Company 
waived from it, without any impact to her allegations which were fully and adequately developed, as a 
lawsuit denial in the framework of the legal request of ADMIE. 
 
e) Retroactive charges-Weighted Variable Cost of Thermal Conventional Plants - (Law 4152/2013) 
 
On the 29.10.2013 the Company,received from ADMIE SA, clearing notes for the months of May, June, 
July and August of 2013, for the total amount of €481.899,10. 
The Weighted Variable Cost of Thermal Conventional Plants charges have been imposed in favor of the 
Special RES Account. Given that the methodology of calculation of the said charge, has been implemented 
pursuant to the 366/2013 Decision of RAE, under as authorized under Law 4152/2013, the Company 
considers, that all charges should be calculated from the date of validity of the said Decision (date of 
publication to the OG), since no retroactivity is provided by Law. 
Within this framework, the Company has in written denied the charges, as well as it has filed a Complaint 
and Provisional Measures Request, before RAE. Upon the said complaint, RAE without dismissing in 
substance our allegations, declared itself as non-competent as to judge upon the complaint (Decision 
664/2013), a Decision that pursuant to the Company’s consideration is legally erroneous. 
The Company appealed against decision 664/2014 of RAE before Athens Administrative Court of Appeal, 
to the part referring to the decision issuance on taking interim measures and also filed an administrative 
appeal (motion for reconsideration) in reference to the notice of termination.  
On the administrative appeal RAE had issued decision 329/2014, with content similar to decision 
664/2013. Likewise the Company appealed against decision 329/2014 before Athens Administrative Court 
of Appeal. 
Both appeals were heard on 11/03/2015 and the judgment is expected on March 2016. 
Similar dispute has been raised before the Civil jurisdictions – see above.   
 
f) Recourses concerning RAE 285/2013 (reverse netting decision) 

 
Upon the Council of State (Suspensions’ Commission) Judgment 62/2014, has been decided until the 
judgment upon the Motion for annulment the partial suspension of 285/2013 concerning the obligation 
of PPC, in respect to the 50% of the amount €96.646.339,30 and the suspension of payments to LAGIE 
regarding the nettings prior to the publication of RAE 285/2013, whereas it has rejected the rest of PPC’s 
Motion. 
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Hearing of the principal recourse (recourse for Annulment) took place on the 18.03.2014 and Judgment is 
pending. 

 
g) Taxation -Unaudited tax years 

 
Years 2009 and 2010 remain unaudited by the tax authorities. Company management estimates that any 
additional tax liability which may arise as a result of the completion of the related pending tax audits will 
likely reduce the tax losses carried forward which will not be material to the financial statements. It is 
noted that from 2011 onwards, under certain provisions, all Greek companies are subject to annual tax 
audit by their statutory auditors. The Company has been audited for the financial years 2011-2014 
obtaining unqualified tax audit certificates. 
 
h) Letters of Guarantee 
 
The Company has issued letters of guarantee to related companies as well as third parties of an amount 
of € 16,9 million. 

 
i) Operating lease commitments – Company as a lessee  

 
The Company leases the headquarters’ offices and the land on which Thessaloniki Plant is located. The 
minimum operating lease payments under these operating lease agreements as at 31 December 2015 fall 
due as follows: 
 
 

31 December 2015 31 December 2014

No later than 1 year 288 287

Later than 1 year and no later than 5 years 1.360 1.135

later than 5 years 2.324 2.626

 Total 3.972 4.048

Year  ended

 
 
j)  Contractual commitments 
 
The Company has long term agreements for the maintenance of the gas turbines of both plants 
Thessaloniki and Thisvi.  The annual minimum commitments under these agreements amount to € 0,8 
million approx.  

Related-party transactions 

1.1 Parent and ultimate controlling party 

The Company is controlled by Elpedison B.V. (incorporated in the Netherlands), which owns 
75,78% of the Company’s shares and is the parent Company. The remaining 24,22% of the shares 
is held by Hellenic Energy and Development SA and Halcor SA. The ultimate controlling parties of 
the Company are Edison SpA and Hellenic Petroleum S.A. 

1.2 Related party entities 

The Company has transactions and balances outstanding with the following entities that belong 
to the same group: 
 -Edison SpA 
-Hellenic Petroleum S.A 
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-Hellenic Petroleum – Diethnis Simvouleftiki S.A 
-Hellenic Energy and Development S.A 
-Hellenic Market Operator S.A. (LAGIE S.A) 
-Independent Power Transmission Operator (ADMIE S.A) 
-DEDDIE S.A 
-Edison Trading SpA 
-Public Gas Corporation of Greece S.A. (DEPA) 
-Joint Venture Edison Engineering SA- AKTOR S.A 
-Edison International Holding N.V 
- Hellenic Fuels S.A 
- EKO KALIPSO LTD 
- EKO AVEE 
- EDF EN SERVICES 

 
Edison S.P.A is one of the ultimate controlling parties of the Company and provides the Company with 
experienced personnel which provided technical support and technical services through service 
agreements. Also provided the Company with experienced personnel for key Company operational 
services during 2015. 
 
Hellenic Petroleum SA is one of the ultimate controlling parties of the Company, is guarantor of the Bond 
Loan 2 and  lets the land where the power plant in Thessaloniki is located. 
Hellenic Petroleum-Diethnis Simvouleftiki is a related party as is a subsidiary of Hellenic Petroleum SA. 
and provides the Company with experienced personnel for  key Company operational services. 
 
Hellenic Energy and Development SA is one of the share-holders and provides with experienced personnel 
for key Company operational services. ELLACTOR S.A which is the controlling party of HED S.A is the main 
guarantor of the Bond Loan 3. 
 
Hellenic Market Operator S.A. (LAGIE S.A) and Independent Power Transmission Operator (ADMIE S.A) are 
related parties to the Company, as ADMIE and LAGIE are partly controlled by the Greek State which is also 
a major shareholder in Hellenic Petroleum S.A. (one of the ultimate controlling parties of the Company). 
ADMIE and LAGIE are the only two clients of electricity sales in the local market and the regulators for the 
sales and purchases of transmission rights in the local market. 
 
DEDDIE S.A. is a related party to the Company, as the P.P.C is partly controlled by the Greek State which is 
also a major shareholder in Hellenic Petroleum S.A. (one of the ultimate controlling parties of the 
Company). P.P.C provides the company with the distribution network. 
 
Edison Trading SpA, is a subsidiary of Edison SpA and was among the companies which supplied the 
Company with electrical energy. 
 
Public Gas Corporation of Greece S.A. (DEPA) is a related party to Hellenic Petroleum SA since Hellenic 
Petroleum S.A. owns 35% of the share capital of DEPA. DEPA is the unique supplier of gas supplies for 
Elpedison Power S.A. The supply contract between the companies is at standard trading terms. 
 
Joint Venture Edison Engineering SA - AKTOR SA (“JV Thisvi”) is a related party to both Edison SpA and 
Hellenic Energy and Development SA. J/V Thisv  was responsible for the construction of the power plant in 

Thisvi. 
Edison International Holding N.V is a related party to Edison SpA, the Company has provided bond  loan 1 
to  Elpedison Power SA as disclosed in Note 17. 
 
HELLENIC FUELS SA is related party of the Company, as HELLENIC FUELS SA is a subsidiary of Hellenic 
Petroleum SA. 
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ΕΚΟ ΑVΕΕ is related party of the Company, as ΕΚΟ ΑVΕΕ is a subsidiary of Hellenic Petroleum SA. 
 
EKO KALIPSO LTD is related party of the Company, as ΕΚΟ ΑΒΕΕ is a subsidiary of Hellenic Petroleum SA. 
 
 EDF EN Services is related party of the Company, EDF SA is the ultimate controlling party of Edison Spa.  
 
Transactions with related parties were carried out at arm’s length. 
 
The value of transactions and balances with the aforementioned related parties appears in the following 
tables: 
 

1.3  Sales of electricity and other services from related parties 

 

31 December 2015 31 December 2014

ADMIE S.A 43.121 102.511

LAGIE S.A 82.412 51.345

EKO KALIPSO 959 -

HELLENIC FUELS S.A 200 -

ELPE S.A 488 -

ELPE RES S.A 1 -

EKO SA 233 -

EDISON HELLAS S.A 2 -

EDF EN SERVICES 2 -
127.418 153.856

Year ended

 
 
 
 

1.4 Purchases of materials and services from related parties 

 

 

31 December 2015 31 December 2014

Edison S.P.A 435 410

Edison Trading SPA 3.495

Edison Intl Holding NV

Hellenic Petroleum SA 128 125

Helpe-Diethis 

Simvouleftiki 260 130

ADMIE S.A 16.315 1.115

LAGIE S.A 21.032 305

Hellenic Energy & 

Development SA 150 156

DEPA S.A 79.210 81.500

DEDDIE SA 8.013 -
129.038 83.741

Year ended
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1.5 Year-end balances arising from sales/purchases of services 

31 December 2015 31 December 2014

Receivables from related 

parties

J/V Edison Engineering 

SA - AKTOR SA - 408

ADMIE S.A 46.669 78.852

LAGIE S.A 46.794 33.033

EKO KALIPSO 313 -

HELLENIC FUELS S.A 1 -

ELPE S.A 267 -

EKO SA 31 -

EDF EN SERVICES 2 -
94.077 112.293

31 December 2015 31 December 2014

Payables to related 

parties

Edison S.P.A 168 31

Edison  Trading S.P.A 968 -

Hellenic Petroleum SA 74 3

HELPE- DIETHNIS 

SYMVOULEFTIKH
27 13

Hellenic Energy & 

Development SA
46 47

DEPA S.A 962 32

DEDDIE SA 2.802 -

ADMIE S.A 18.147 3.168

LAGIE S.A 16.774 2.981
39.968 6.275

Year ended

Year ended
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